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a commercial and professional certification for an
intermediate level of use. antidote 5 includes

enhanced grammar checking, spelling, handwriting
recognition, and thesaurus, making it the most
advanced dictionary, thesaurus, and grammar

checker.  it is a free download. antidote is ideal for
anyone who wants to improve their english

vocabulary, grammar, spelling and handwriting. the
antidote software program is easy to install and use.
the lexicologist uses a convenient tool to check the
usage of words, sentences, and grammar to help in

the writing process. the perfect english is a well-
developed thesaurus dictionary that allows you to

look up words and quickly find a synonym. antidote
ultimate 2019 this program is especially designed

for the translation of technical documentation. it is a
commercial and professional certification for a
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professional certificate, antidote 9. advanced
grammar checking, handwriting recognition, and

thesaurus, making it the most advanced thesaurus
dictionary and grammar checker. it has a

comprehensive list of words and supports the last
word. this application has a large list of words and

supports the last word. antidote portable free
download is a comprehensive and powerful, total
solution for the automated translation of technical
documentation. antidote 5 has enhanced grammar

checking, spelling, and thesaurus, making it the
most advanced dictionary, thesaurus, and grammar
checker. easy and convenient to use the antidote

interface is very convenient and easy to use on any
operating system. antidote portable free download
antidote 7 is a comprehensive and powerful, total
solution for the automated translation of technical

documentation. antidote 5 has a comprehensive and
powerful, total solution for the automated

translation of technical documentation.
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